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Samuel Beckett
1990

samuel beckett has become the standard work on the enigmatic
controversial and nobel prize winning creator of such
contributions to 20th century theater as waiting for godot and
endgame 16 pages of black and white photographs

The Complete Dramatic Works of
Samuel Beckett
2012-12-20

the present volume gathers all of beckett s texts for theatre from
1955 to 1984 it includes both the major dramatic works and the
short and more compressed texts for the stage and for radio he
believes in the cadence the comma the bite of word on reality
whatever else he believes and his devotion to them he makes
clear is a sufficient focus for the reader s attention in the modern
history of literature he is a unique moral figure not a dreamer of
rose gardens but a cultivator of what will grow in the waste land
who can make us see the exhilarating design that thorns and
yucca share with whatever will grow anywhere hugh kenner
contents waiting for godot endgame happy days all that fall acts
without words krapp s last tape roughs for the theatre embers
roughs for the radio words and music cascando play film the old
tune come and go eh joe breath not i that time footfalls ghost trio
but the clouds a piece of monologue rockaby ohio impromptu
quad catastrophe nacht und traume what where

Samuel Beckett
2014-06-11

bringing together seminal writings on beckett from the 1950s
and 1960s with critical readings from the 1980s and 1990s this
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collection is inspired by a wide variety of literary theoretical
approaches and covers the whole range of beckett s creative
work following an up to date review and analysis of beckett
criticism fifteen extracts of beckett criticism are introduced and
set in context by editors headnotes the book aims to make easily
accessible to students and scholars stimulating and innovative
writing on the work of samuel beckett representing the wide
range of new perspectives opened up by contemporary critical
theory philosophical political and psychoanalytic criticism
feminist and gender studies semiotics and reception theory

Understanding Samuel Beckett
1990

presents an overview of the work of samuel beckett discussing
his famous as well as lesser known texts the book shows how his
characters incorporate silence in their speech to narrate their
deaths finally it examines stirring still his last text which evokes
his own imminent death

The Plays of Samuel Beckett
2013-01-31

the plays of samuel beckett provides a stimulating analysis of
beckett s entire dramatic oeuvre encompassing his stage radio
and television plays ideal for students this major study combines
analysis of each play by katherine weiss with interveiws and
essays from practitioners and scholars

Samuel Beckett
1997

samuel beckett 1906 1989 irish dramatist and poet his use of the
stage and dramatic narrative and symbolism has revolutionalized
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drama in england

The Collected Shorter Plays of Samuel
Beckett
2010-08-24

samuel beckett the great minimalist master and winner of the
1969 nobel prize for literature has produced some of his most
widely praised work for the stage in the form of the shorter play
this complete and definitive collection of twenty five plays and
playlets includes beckett s celebrated krapp s last tape embers
cascando play eh joe not i and footfalls as well as his mimes all
his radio and television plays his screenplay for film his
adaptation of robert pignet s the old tune and more recent
catastrophe what where quad and night and dreams includes all
that fall act without words i act without words ii krapp s last tape
rough for theatre i rough for theatre ii embers rough for radio i
rough for radio ii words and music cascando play film the old
tune come and go eh joe breath not i that time footfalls ghost trio
but the clouds a piece of monologue rockaby ohio impromptu
quad catastrophe nacht und träume what where

Samuel Beckett as World Literature
2020-07-23

the essays in this collection provide in depth analyses of samuel
beckett s major works in the context of his international
presence and circulation particularly the translation adaptation
appropriation and cultural reciprocation of his oeuvre a nobel
prize winner who published and self translated in both french
and english across literary genres beckett is recognized on a
global scale as a preeminent author and dramatist of the 20th
century samuel beckett as world literature brings together a
wide range of international contributors to share their
perspectives on beckett s presence in countries such as china
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japan serbia india and brazil among others and to flesh out
beckett s relationship with postcolonial literatures and his place
within the canon of world literature

Samuel Beckett
1989-06-30

andrew kennedy links beckett s vision of a diminished humanity
with his art of formally and verbally diminished resources and
traces the fundamental simplicity and coherence of beckett s
work beneath its complex textures in the section on the plays dr
kennedy stresses the humour and tragicomic humanism
alongside the theatrical effectiveness and in a discussion of the
fiction the celebrated trilogy of novels he relates the relentless
diminution of story to the diminishing selfhood of the narrator an
introduction outlines the personal cultural and specifically
literary contexts of beckett s writing while a concluding chapter
offers up to date reflections on his œuvre from the point of view
of the themes highlighted throughout the book from publisher
description

Samuel Beckett
2014-05

first published in 1998 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company

Samuel Beckett
1986

provides in depth analysis of the life works career and critical
importance of samuel beckett
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Samuel Beckett
2001

from the contents beckett and the quest for meaning martin
esslin beckett s tonic laughter manfred pfister the magic triangle
james joyce samuel beckett arno schmidt friedhelm rathjen
beckett performed in italy annamaria cascetta beckett and
synaesthesia yoshiki tajiri beckett versus the reader michael
guest

I Can't Go On, I'll Go On
2007-12-01

winner of the nobel prize for literature and acknowledged as one
of the greatest writers of our time samuel beckett has had a
profound impact upon the literary landscape of the twentieth
century in this one volume collection of his fiction drama poetry
and critical writings we get an unsurpassed look at his work
included among others are the complete plays waiting for godot
krapp s last tape cascando eh joe not i and that time selections
from his novels murphy watt mercier and camier molloy and the
unnamable the shorter works dante and the lobster the expelled
imagination dead imagine and lessness a selection of beckett s
poetry and critical writings with an indispensable introduction by
editor and beckett intimate richard seaver and featuring a useful
select bibliography i can t go on i ll go on is indeed an invaluable
introduction to a writer who has changed the face of modern
literature

Samuel Beckett in Context
2013-02-28

provides a comprehensive exploration of beckett s historical
cultural and philosophical contexts offering new critical insights
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for scholars and general readers

The Dramatic Works of Samuel Beckett
2011-10-13

a selectively comprehensive bibliography of the vast literature
about samuel beckett s dramatic works arranged for the efficient
and convenient use of scholars on all levels

Samuel Beckett
2020-01-28

in this fascinating new exploration of samuel beckett s work
pascale casanova argues that beckett s reputation rests on a
pervasive misreading of his oeuvre which neglects entirely the
literary revolution he instigated reintroducing the historical into
the heart of this body of work casanova provides an arresting
portrait of beckett as radically subversive doing for writing what
kandinsky did for art and in the process presents the key to some
of the most profound enigmas of beckett s writing

The Collected Works of Samuel Beckett
1970

the nobel prize winning author samuel beckett is a literary
treasure and this work represents the only comprehensive
reference to the concepts characters and biographical details
mentioned by or related to beckett painstakingly and lovingly
compiled by acclaimed beckett scholars c j ackerley and s e
gontarski it is alphabetical cross referenced and laid out in a very
user friendly format the grove companion to samuel beckett
provides an organized trove of information for students and
scholars alike and is a must for any serious reader of beckett as
most beckettians know reading him for the first time is an
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experience like no other in modern literature paul auster

The Grove Companion to Samuel
Beckett
2007-12-01

a collection of original essays by a team of leading beckett
scholars and two of his biographers companion to samuel beckett
provides a comprehensive critical reappraisal of the literary
works of samuel beckett builds on the resurgence of
international beckett scholarship since the centenary of his birth
and reflects the wealth of newly released archival sources
informed by the latest in scholarly critical and theoretical
debates a valuable addition to contemporary beckett scholarship
and testament to the enduring influence of beckett s work and
his position as one of the most important literary figures of our
time

A Companion to Samuel Beckett
2010-03-08

all of the essays in this collection reflect a sense that beckett s
power as a playwright derives largely from a mythic vision that
informs his drama their approaches to the definition and use of
myth and ritual in his plays vary considerably however ranging
from the jungian to the marxian to the lacanian and drawing on
the theories of campbell freud eliade frye turner girard
baudrillard and others

Myth and Ritual in the Plays of Samuel
Beckett
1987
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writer samuel beckett 1906 89 is known for depicting a world of
abject misery failure and absurdity in his many plays novels short
stories and poetry yet the despair in his work is never absolute
instead it is intertwined with black humor and an indomitable
will to endure characteristics best embodied by his most famous
characters vladimir and estragon in the play waiting for godot
beckett himself was a supremely modern minimalist writer who
deeply distrusted biographies and resisted letting himself be
pigeonholed by easy interpretation or single definition andrew
gibson s accessible critical biography overcomes beckett s
reticence and carefully considers the writer s work in relation to
the historical circumstances of his life in samuel beckett gibson
tracks beckett from ireland after independence to paris in the
late 1920s from london in the 30s to nazi germany and vichy
france and finally through the cold war to the fall of communism
in the late 80s gibson narrates the progression of beckett s life as
a writer from a student in ireland to the 1969 nobel prize winner
for literature through chapters that examine individual historical
events and the works that grew out of those experiences a
notoriously private figure beckett sought refuge from life in his
work where he expressed his disdain for the suffering and
unnecessary absurdity of much that he witnessed this concise
and engaging biography provides an essential understanding of
beckett s work in response to many of the most significant events
of the past century

Samuel Beckett
2009-11-01

no detailed description available for samuel beckett s dramatic
language

Samuel Beckett’s dramatic language
2019-01-14
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drawing on the diverse critical debates of the beckett and europe
conference held in reading uk in 2015 this volume brings
together a selection of essays to offer an international response
to the central question of what europe might mean for our
understandings of the work of samuel beckett ranging from
historical and archival work to the close interrogation of
language and form from the influences of various national
literary traditions on beckett s writing to his influence on the
work of other writers and thinkers this book examines the
question of europe from multiple vantage points so as to reflect
the ways in which beckett s oeuvre both challenges and enlivens
his status as a european writer with a full introductory chapter
examining the challenging implications of the term europe in the
contemporary period this volume treats europe as a recognition
of the multiple ways that beckett s poetry criticism prose and
drama invite new understandings of the role of history culture
and tradition in one of the most significant bodies of writing of
the twentieth century

Samuel Beckett, a Critical Study
1968

photos from many of beckett s play productions his childhood
home and family in dublin and hand corrected manuscript pages
complement an incisive biography by beckett scholar gerry
dukes providing a unique introduction to the life and work of one
of the most innovative writers of the twentieth century copyright
libri gmbh all rights reserved

Samuel Beckett
1966

beckett is acknowledged as one of the greatest playwrights and
most innovative fiction writers of the twentieth century with an
international appeal that bridges both general and more
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specialist readers this collection of essays by renowned beckett
scholar enoch brater offers a delightfully original playful and
intriguing series of approaches to beckett s drama fiction and
poetry beginning with a chapter entitled things to ponder while
waiting for godot each essay deftly illuminates aspects of beckett
s thinking and craft making astute and often surprising
discoveries along the way in a series of beguiling discussions
such as from dada to didi beckett and the art of his century
beckett s devious interventions or fun with cube roots and the
seated figure on beckett s stage brater proves the perfect
companion and commentator on beckett s work helping readers
to approach it with fresh eyes and a renewed sense of the author
s unique aesthetic an eloquent witty and erudite collection of
essays that illuminates beckett s drama and prose fiction from a
number of complementary perspectives brater s precise
explication of the interwoven tropes of language and mise en
scène is combined with a fine grasp of the overarching structure
of work to create a rich and suggestive series of reflections on
beckett s aesthetics robert gordon professor of drama goldsmiths
university of london

A Samuel Beckett Reader
1983

the critical discussion highlights the unique fusion on beckett s
stage of cosmic scenery and humorous individualism jacket

Samuel Beckett and Europe
2018-04-18

offers a striking new interpretation of beckett s major fiction
demonstrating how his development as a writer was shaped by
shifting twentieth century ideas about the social function of
literature
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Samuel Beckett
2005-02-01

this book is the first introduction to unite accessible accounts not
only of beckett s life and work but of the key literary and
theoretical concepts used in the study of his writing

Ten Ways of Thinking About Samuel
Beckett
2013-06-13

the first study to assess the importance of the marginalia
inscriptions and other manuscript notes in the 750 volumes of
samuel beckett s personal library

Samuel Beckett's Theatre
2001

ncreasingly samuel beckett s writing is seen as the culmination
of the great literature of the twentieth century succeeding the
work of proust joyce and kafka beckett is a writer whose
relevance to his time and use of poetic imagery can be compared
to shakespeare s in the late renaissance john calder has
examined the work of beckett principally for what it has to say
about our time in terms of philosophy theology and ethics and he
points to aspects of his subject s thinking that others have
ignored or preferred not to see samuel beckett s acute mind
pulled apart with courage and much humour the basic
assumptions and beliefs by which most people live his satire can
be biting and his wit devastating he found no escape from human
tragedy in the comforts we build to shield ourselves from reality
even in art which for most intellectuals has replaced religion
however he did develop a moral message one which is in direct
contradiction to the values of ambition success acquisition and
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security which is normally held up for admiration and he looks at
the greed god worship and cruelty to others which we
increasingly take for granted in a way that is both
unconventional and revolutionary if this study shocks many
readers it is because the honesty the integrity and the depth of
beckett s thinking expressed through his novels plays and poetry
but also through his other writings and correspondence is itself
shocking to conventional thinking yet what he has to say is also
comforting he offers a different ethic and prescription for living a
message based on stoic courage compassion and an ability to
understand and forgive

Samuel Beckett
1988

discusses the most recent advances in the beckett field and the
new methods used to approach it

Chronicles of Disorder
2000-09-22

revisioning beckett reassesses beckett s career and literary
output particularly his engagement with what might be called
decadent modernism gontarski approaches beckett from multiple
viewpoints from his running afoul of the irish censorship of
publications acts in the 1930s through the 1950s his
preoccupations to find literature in the pornography or beneath
the pornography his battles with the lord chamberlain in the mid
1950s over london stagings of his first two plays and his close
professional and personal associations with publishers who
celebrated the work of the demimonde much of that term
encompasses an opening to the fullness of human experience
denied in previous centuries and much of that has been sexual or
decadent as gontarski shows the aesthetics that emerges from
such early career encounters and associations continues to
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inform beckett s work and develops into experimental modes that
upend literary models and middle class values an aesthetics that
furthermore has inspired any number of visual artists to re vision
beckett

Samuel Beckett
1983

beckett criticism is well known for its use of impenetrable jargon
in describing the themes in his famous novels poems and
especially his seminal plays waiting for godot and endgame this
book is a decided contrast written by one of beckett s
contemporaries it provides a humanizing portrait of beckett that
has been conspicuously missing from previous biographies
spanning nearly the whole of the twentieth century beckett s life
was full of romantic exciting incidents and fascinating characters
such as james joyce and peggy guggenheim he met his wife as a
result of being stabbed by a pimp on the street was a member of
the french resistance won the nobel prize in literature in 1969
and in later years became a famous figure on the left bank he
died on december 22 1989 cronin regards beckett as the last of
the great modernists and discusses his life and work in this
context the result is a thoroughly engaging addition to the
criticism on one of the century s greatest literary figures one that
belongs on the shelves of all lovers of beckett

The Complete Critical Guide to Samuel
Beckett
2000

in contrast to the many critics who consider w b yeats a
dominant influence on beckett s drama this study demonstrates
that the two are almost diametrically opposed in their theater
and that the real bridge to beckett s art is to be found in the
narrative and pictorial creations of the younger yeats brother
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jack

Samuel Beckett's Library
2013-06-28

Philosophy of Samuel Beckett
2018-01-01

The New Samuel Beckett Studies
2019-07-04

Art and the Artist in the Works of
Samuel Beckett
1975

Revisioning Beckett
2018-05-31

Samuel Beckett
1997-05-01

Samuel Beckett, W.B. Yeats, and Jack
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Yeats
1990
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